The inspiration for the Alberta Business Family Institute was born in a collaborative spirit when a group of Alberta families in business, members of the University of Alberta and founders of the Business Families Foundation identified and discussed the need in our province to offer research based educational programs to assist business families. After considerable development, this unique partnership now provides enterprising families the opportunity to obtain the knowledge and skills they need to build on their success.

The Institute:
- provides educational programs to assist family members engaged in a business
- promotes dialogue among peers in a supportive and trusting environment
- assists professionals in gaining a better understanding of the challenges unique to business families
- works with CAFE, CEFE, CFBME and other organizations worldwide
celebrate history
in the making
Join us

The Alberta Business Family Institute,
University of Alberta, School of Business and distinguished guests, Carolyn Hursh and Hartley Richardson, as we celebrate the establishment of the Alberta Business Family Institute. The evening is sure to be filled with fine refreshments, great food, inspirational presentation and dialogue – and yes, a tasteful bit of ceremony.
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The history of James Richardson & Sons, Limited is defined by achievement. Each successive generation of James Richardson & Sons, Limited has reiterated the goal first defined by the company's founder in 1857. It is a goal that has remained unchanged, rooted in the timeless values of honesty, integrity, respect and responsibility. Family values... passed from one generation to the next.
evening’s program

Wednesday, January 15, 2003 (business attire)

5:35 pm Theatre doors open

6:00 pm James Richardson & Sons, Limited Story
shared by Carolyn Hursh and Hartley Richardson

Q & A dialogue with the audience

7:45 pm Networking reception/dinner

Information regarding programs of the
Alberta Business Family Institute

Timms Centre for the Arts
University of Alberta
87 Ave. & 112 St. Edmonton, AB

Underground Parking
(See map on reverse)
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